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Abstract 
This research aims to realize an environment that facilitates creative, 

idea-generating meetings among remote participants. Currently, web conferencing 
is widely adopted because people can save on installation and travel costs. Web 
conferencing systems, however, provide inferior video and voice quality compared to 
specialized video conferencing systems, making it difficult for meeting participants 
to be aware of the other participants' movements and subtle changes in facial 
expression. Such deficiencies make it difficult to detect when others want to take 
the floor, and speech contentions become frequent. 

One of experiments this thesis describes investigates the influence of speech 
delay on speech contention and psychological stress. Results show that greater 
speech contention rates occur when audio delay is over 400 milliseconds, and longer 
audio delays cause higher stress. 

This thesis introduces a concept in which a system detects participants’ 
nonverbal information and then presents that information to other participants. It 
is well known that face-to-face communication reduces speech contention and 
facilitates smooth turn-taking through the use of nonverbal information. However, 
participants cannot detect others’ nonverbal information in Web conferences. The 
proposed method introduced in this thesis determines the participant who is most 
likely to speak based on several common body motions and vocal cues that precede 
floor-taking, and then introduces him/her to the other participants. 

Several improvements to the proposed method have also been made in order to 
increase the accuracy of communicating participants’ desire to speak. These 
improvements allow participants to use an indicator to visually confirm how strong 
their own “desire to speak” is as detected by the system, and then adjust their 
behavior to ensure the indicator reflects their actual desire to speak. Evaluation 
results demonstrate that the proposed method has a potential to prevent speech 
contention and ensure smooth turn-taking in Web conferences. 


